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Abstract 
Nowadays, molecular dynamics simulation has been a significant method in detecting the atomistic-scale kinetics of 
materials. The objective of this work is to detect the dynamic properties of micro-jet from a nano-grooved aluminium 
surface by molecular dynamics simulations. For a large range of shock pressure, we investigate the variation of 
micro-jet mass and morphology. The stacking fault, amorphous state, and release melting during the jetting are all 
observed, and the effect of release melting on the micro-jet is analyzed. It is found that, the micro-jet mass keeps a 
linear increase with the piston velocity prior to release melting, the occurrence of release melting can intensify the 
jetting evidently, and when the velocity of release melting is above a threshold, the jetting mass shows a linear 
increase with the piston velocity again. 
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1. Introduction 
Some matter may be ejected from surfaces when shock waves reflect from the free surface of material, 
which is of very importance to understand the shock response of material interfaces. Therefore, since 
being discovered by Walsh et al [1], this phenomenon has been attached much attention. Previous 
experiments have shown that the factors affecting the ejection are various, such as surface defects [2-4], 
shock strength and profile [5,6], formation of hot spots and release melting [7]. 
Generally, there exit lots of grooves on the metal surfaces due to machining, and the scale of these 
grooves is about micron level or less. Obviously, for a sample with that grooved surface, micro-jet may be 
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one of the dominant modes.  Some experimental and theoretical studies on the jetting mechanism have 
already been reported. Asay [2,3] investigated the effect of the groove angle on the total jetting mass and 
mass-velocity distribution. Han [8] presented a semi-rational formula for calculating the above jetting 
mass, based on the classical constant jetting theory. Recently, we [9] calculated the formation of jet from 
the surface groove by smoothed particle hydrodynamics method, and the obtained dependence of jet mass 
on the width of shock wave front agree well with the the corresponding experiment dates.  
However, the classical theoretical studies encounter many difficulties in understanding the microscopic 
process of ejecta formation from submicron defects. Fortunately, the rapid development of computer open 
the door to the direct simulation of ejecta formation and other complex phenomena. For example, Chen et 
al [10] investigated the dynamic process of ejection from a metal surface groove  by molecular dynamics. 
Germann et al [11] carried out non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of Cu ejection, 
presenting the ejecta mass dependence on shock strength, as well as size and velocity distributions. The 
authors of Ref. [12] simulated the dynamic process of ejection from the metal Cu and Al surface groove 
under shock loading, and analyzed the ejected mass and the size distribution with changes of the angle or 
the depth of groove and shock strength. 
The objective of this work is to detect the dynamic properties of micro-jet from a nano-grooved 
aluminium surface by molecular dynamics simulations. For a large range of shock pressure, we 
investigate the variation of micro-jet mass and morphology, and analyze the effect of melting on the 
micro-jet. 
2. Simulation method 
 MD simulation plays a significant role in detecting the atomistic-scale kinetics of materials, where the 
interatomic potential is a critical factor affecting the simulation preciseness. Here, we adopt the 
embedded-atom-method (EAM) potential developed by Mei and Davenport [13], for which is suited to 
describe the binding energy for a wide range of pressure and can reflect the melting. The simulation cell 
consists of 1000,000 atoms, with lengths Lx=13a, Ly=160a and Lz=120a. The x, y and z axes present the 
[100], [010] and [001] directions respectively, and a is the lattice parameter. A micro-groove of 10 nm 
depth and 1200 angle was set on the right surface along the z direction. Along the x and y directions, 
periodic boundary conditions were employed. Shock loading was generated along z axes via a momentum 
mirror [14], which means an infinitely massive piston moving at the velocity up. The motion equations of 
the atoms were integrated by the Velocity Verlet algorithm [15] with a time step of 1 fs. And the 
deformation of each atom was analyzed by its centrosymmetry parameter [16]. 
3. Results and discussion 
For a large range of shock pressure, we carried out the molecular dynamics simulation on micro-jet. 
First, we investigate the variation of micro-jet mass and its head velocity Vh. The results are plotted in Fig 
1, where R is jetting factor (jetting mass divided by defect mass) and Up is the moving velocity of piston. 
Figure 1(a) shows that, the jetting factor keeps linear increase with the piston velocity, while the 
occurrence of release melting can intensify the jetting evidently. Yet, when the velocity of release melting 
is above a threshold, the jetting mass shows a linear increase again. Figure 1(b) shows that, the head 
velocity Vh always keeps linear increase with the piston velocity, independent on the melting. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Variation of  the jetting factor R; (b) Variation of the head velocity Vh of the jet.
In Fig 2 (a) and (b), we calculated the change of jet mass distribution with distance and velocity Vz,
respectively. It can be seen from Fig 2(a) that, the jet is short for lower shock pressure, and the jet
becomes long and especially the mass of jet root redoubles for higher shock pressure. Evidently, this is
mainly due to the occurrence of release melting. Also, we notice a similar phenomenon in Fig 2(b), i.e.,
the mass of low velocity redoubles after release melting. It should be point that the cutoff position of
jetting is no more distinct in velocity space when release or shock melting occurs. 
Fig. 2. (a) The jet mass distribution in distance space; (b) The jet mass distribution in velocity space. 
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Further, we explore the microscopic views for the jetting formation. Firstly, we plot the microscopic
morphology evolution under low shock pressure, as shown in Fig 3. Red denotes amorphous state, green
denotes stacking fault and blue denotes perfect fcc crystal. We can notice that, the groove begin to
collapse after being shocked, and form an amorphous zone, which develops jet consequently. For this
case, the metal is still has distinct strength, and the amorphous zone can not grow continuously, so the
jetting is small relatively and its root is slender.
Fig. 3. Microscopic morphology evolution of micro-jet formation from the grooved surface for the case of Up = 2.0 km/s.
Figure 4 shows the microscopic views of the jetting formation for higher shock pressure. Here, we
observe the release melting after shock loading, denoted by red. In this case, the jet (especially its root) 
becomes broad, which lead to the fluctuation of the free surface. So the cutoff position of jetting is no
more distinct from the statistic distribution line (as shown in Fig 2(b)). Also, we observe many cavities
near the surface. In fact, the nucleation of void already becomes very easy even under weak tension, for 
the strength of molten metal is close to zero.
Fig. 4. Microscopic morphology evolution of micro-jet formation from the grooved surface for Up = 3.5km/s.
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4. Conclusion 
In this work, we carried out the atomistic simulations on the micro-jetting from the groove of surface. 
For a large range of shock pressure, we investigate the variation of micro-jet mass and morphology. We 
find the micro-jet mass keeps a linear increase with the piston velocity prior to release melting, while the 
head velocity can always keep linear increase with the piston velocity, independent on the melting. Also, 
the stacking fault, amorphous state, and release melting during the jetting are all observed. The release 
melting can make the mass of low velocity redouble. However, it should be point that the cutoff position 
of jetting is no more distinct when release or shock melting occurs. 
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